
 

 

 
 
 

Avoid Becoming A Victim of Deceptive Police Tactics 
 

Defense Attorney Tells How to Evoke the Power of Silence for  
 Any Police Encounter in this New Book 

 

 
 

A Toast To Silence 
by Peter Baskin 

 
Do you know what to do and say when stopped by police? Most people don’t. In fact, over ninety percent (90%) of the 
roughly twelve million Americans stopped and arrested annually leave themselves no choice but to plead guilty and get 
convicted because they were tricked, intimidated or deceived into giving up their right to silence, mistakenly thinking that 
the right to do so starts with the Miranda warning. 

 
After reading A Toast To Silence: Avoid Becoming Another Victim of Deceptive Police Tactics By Knowing When and 
How to Use the Power of Silence by prominent defense attorney Peter Baskin, you will never be able to watch the 
television series, “Cops” or “Law and Order” again without shouting at the television screen pointing out police tactics!  A 
Toast to Silence is a helpful guide that reveals what really happens to a person who is stopped by the police and 
experiences the principal tool of law enforcement – deception (Morgan James Publishing; June 21, 2016; ISBN 978-
1630477684; 214 pages; trade paperback; $17.95). This guide tells in anecdotes and solid information EXACTLY how to 
talk with a police officer when stopped at a checkpoint, traffic violation, suspected DWI/DUI, street protests, or other sus-
pected activities involving an officer and your constitutional rights. This book combats an individual’s lack of knowledge 
with a fully detailed explanation ensuring that readers will know what to do and how to do it when a cop is trying to trap 
them with their own words and actions; not letting that happen.   
 

Many people are tricked into giving up their constitutional rights by 
 intimidation, coercion and deception -- the deadly police cocktail. 



 

 

 
“From a young age, we are taught that the policeman is our friend,” says Peter Baskin Esq. “This unfortunately has led to 
self-incrimination and other such avoidable mistakes by Americans when they encounter police because they do not know 
how to correctly exercise their right to remain silent.”   

 
A Toast to Silence details the many ways in which deception is used against you when stopped by the police. As an inter-
esting read, it gives helpful instruction to avoid the sticky web that deceptive cops will use to trap citizens. Even if some-
one has never found themselves in a situation where the right to silence would save them, this book will still be an in-
formative and thought provoking read. The knowledge and insight readers will gain can help counter the widespread, me-
dia fueled misinformation about their constitutional rights during a police encounter.   
 
Inside A Toast To Silence, Peter Baskin tells: 
 

• The Single Most Important Information to Give to Police When You are Stopped or Detained 
• Two Things to Say To Police Any Time You Are Questioned 
• Why You Should NEVER Take a Sobriety Test at the Scene EVEN if you believe you will pass it 
• How to Handle a Check Point Where You May Have Enjoyed a Drink With Dinner, Smoked Pot, or Have A Con-

cealed Weapon 
• What Are Your Constitutional Rights and How Do They Relate to the Miranda Warning 
• Why Every Parent Should Read This Book With Their Teenage Sons and Daughters 
• What To Do If You Are Arrested 
• And So Much More Interesting Information About Police Tactics 

 
  
Police are trained to use tools of deception to keep someone talking until the cop has enough evidence to make an arrest 
and get them convicted. Learn how to recognize and stand up to the deception correctly in this eye-opening book.   
  

# # #  
 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: 
Peter Baskin is very knowledgeable on the topic of deceptive cops and their methods of deceit due to his forty-eight years 
as an attorney in Northern Virginia.  A graduate of the University of Hartford and George Washington University Law 
School, he strives to inform readers of the hypocrisy and deceit within the justice system. Mr. Baskin’s Martindale-    
Hubbell peer review rating is AV pre-eminent, the highest attainable for proficiency and ethical standards. He resides in 
Northern Virginia with his wife, JoAnne.   
 
 
For more information about Peter Baskin and A Toast To Silence, please contact Darcie Rowan PR: 
Darcie@DarcieRowanPR.com; 347.407.0942 
 

  

 


